EARTH TO SKY:
THE BODY-SEA IN BETWEEN
A CONTINUUM MOVING MEDICINE WORKSHOP WITH AMBER GRAY

As movers on an evolutionary pathway, our bodies harbor the potential for free,
unconstrained, authentic movement. We have innate abilities to be fluid; to live
beyond the constraints, densities and restrictions that can bind us in tension,
pain, isolation or distress. This two day Continuum workshop weaves breath and
sound together with movement sequences to restore our wholeness.
Continuum is a wonderful self care, movement and life practice for healers and
therapists. A practice that involves simple sound streams, breathing patterns,
and slow, organic movements. It restores fluidity to the body after injury and
when life's demands compromise us. Emilie Conrad, the originator of Continuum,
teaches that "all fluids are basically one element, resonating with all other fluids".
Our bodies are living systems and, like the earth, we are 70% water. Our
movement roots are an ancient connection to the sea. They function as a kind of
umbilical cord supplying us with the pulsing undulations of life.
This workshop is open to movement artists and practitioners, performers,
therapists, body workers and all those committed to a deep exploration of how
life reveals itself in each and every breath.

WHEN: Saturday - Sunday, 2 & 3 March, 2019, 11am - 5pm
WHERE: Level 3 Rialto South Tower, 525 Collins St, Melbourne
COST: Early Bird - AUD 375 (before 31 January) Full - AUD 425 (after 31 January)
Amber Gray moves from a diverse landscape of experience. As a dancer, 28 years studying and
teaching Haitian dance led her to Continuum. She was mentored by Emilie Conrad, who
authorized her to teach “Continuum Movement” in 2007. As a human rights psychotherapist, she
works with survivors of war and political violence in the U.S and is an international consultant,
advising many programs worldwide on staff care and wellness programming. She is an award
winning dance movement therapist, an animal rights activist, and lover of all things wild.

For more information and registration:
Zac Jones, 0410660508, zacjones77@yahoo.com.au
or Amber Gray, amber@ecentral.com

